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QUESTION 1

When a bucket rolls from cold to frozen on a clustered indexer, which of the following scenarios occurs? 

A. All replicated copies will be rolled to frozen; original copies will remain. 

B. Replicated copies of the bucket will remain on all other indexers and the Cluster Master (CM) assigns a new primary
bucket. 

C. The bucket rolls to frozen on all clustered indexers simultaneously. 

D. Nothing. Replicated copies of the bucket will remain on all other indexers until a local retention rule causes it to roll. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/8.1.0/Indexer/Bucketsandclusters 

 

QUESTION 2

In the diagrammed environment shown below, the customer would like the data read by the universal forwarders to set
an indexed field containing the UF\\'s host name. Where would the parsing configurations need to be installed for this to
work? 

A. All universal forwarders. 

B. Only the indexers. 

C. All heavy forwarders. 

D. On all parsing Splunk instances. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 3

What does Splunk do when it indexes events? 

A. Extracts the top 10 fields. 

B. Extracts metadata fields such as host, source, sourcetype. 

C. Performs parsing, merging, and typing processes on universal forwarders. 

D. Create report acceleration summaries. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/8.1.0/Indexer/
Howindexingworks#:~:text=Splunk%20Enterprise%20can%20index%20any,events%20indexes%20and%
20metrics%20indexes 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has a new set of hardware to replace their aging indexers. What method would reduce the amount of bucket
replication operations during the migration process? 

A. Disable the indexing ports on the old indexers. 

B. Disable replication ports on the old indexers. 

C. Put the old indexers into manual detention. 

D. Put the old indexers into automatic detention. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The customer wants to migrate their current Splunk Index cluster to new hardware to improve indexing and search
performance. What is the correct process and procedure for this task? 

A. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the same configuration via the deployment server. 

3. 

Decommission old peers one at a time. 

4. 

Remove old peers from the CM\\'s list. 
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5. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

B. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the cluster bundle and the same configuration as
original peers. 

3. 

Decommission old peers one at a time. 

4. 

Remove old peers from the CM\\'s list. 

5. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

C. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the same configuration via the deployment server. 

3. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

4. 

Decommission old peers on at a time. 

5. 

Restart the cluster master (CM). 

D. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the cluster bundle and the same configuration as
original peers. 

3. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

4. 

Decommission old peers one at a time. 

5. 
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Remove old peers from the CM\\'s list. 

Correct Answer: C 
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